Feel Confident, Feel Strong, Be Empowered

Frost PTA is teaming up with Brill’s Karate for a very special offer!

*One Month of Karate for Only $29*

100% of the proceeds go to the PTA!

*Open to kids from all schools*

“Together, we can continue to make the schools a great place for our kids!”

Numerous studies have shown that kids who participate in Martial Arts do better both academically and socially.

*Have increased Concentration and Focus through class lessons!*

*Children learn Self Discipline, Self Control and Respect!*

*Feelings of Pride & Accomplishment as they meet success, which builds Self-Esteem and Confidence!*

*Develop the tools to deal with most Bullying Situations!*

**Why Brill’s Karate?**

We are always striving to make Learning: The Most Awesome, The Most Advanced, The Most Exciting, The Most Fun Imaginable!

“Therefore Keeping Students For Life!” *With No Contracts!*

**Brill’s Karate**

508 Main St, Spotswood NJ 08884 732 251 0090

E-mail: Bbrill3@aol.com  Website: www.Brillskarate.com

Our Guarantee: If you are not completely satisfied with the month of classes, you will receive

100% refund of your money!  In fact, you could give us the $29 after you take the month and if not completely satisfied with the lessons, you never have to pay!! In fact, you don’t even need the flyer when you come in, so you can help the fundraiser by giving it to a friend to use. ☺  **Free gift** upon first class!!! (Most people say: “That’s really cool! I thought it was going to be a lame gift”)  

For prospective students only. Not to be combined with any other offer.